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We thank the reviewer for this useful comment, which helped us to improve the
manuscript.

Following the answers for each comments

A1: We have added a sentence to address this about the advantage of long-term high-
resolution monitoring approach and its benefit that this activity can produce to other
projects. (Lines 280-284 & 310-316)

A2: The two sites are part of EMSO-ERIC from 10/2021 but the website of EMSO-ERIC is
not yet updated with the BB and FF site information. The text in the manuscript has been
changed with more precise information about this. (Lines 63-65)

A3: The section has been expanded with more detailed information about maintenance,
calibration and other instrument procedure. (Lines 98-104)

A4: The original sentence was confused and in the revised version we wrote a new one
about the description of sensors accuracy. (Lines 90-94)

A5: There isn’t any metadata report but only the attributes inside the NetCDF files. The
metadata description is modified in the revised version (lines 123-128)

A6: In the revised version we have expanded the FAIR concept related to our dataset
(lines 137-143)

A7: In the metadata in the global attributes reported the source of the keyword’s
vocabulary (SeaDataNet parameter discovery vocabulary) and also conventions used
(OceanSITES v1.4, SeaDataNet_1.0, COARDS, CF-1.6). In the revised version the
description is implemented with this information. (lines 139-141)

A8 and 9: The data quality section number is changed to 2.3 and we have mentioned what
tools are used for quality control (lines 157)

A10: Yes, in future releases we plan to include comparison with other existing data and
climatology, we also added this in the revised version. (lines 312-313)



A11: In the caption of Table 2 we added the link to the L20 Seadatanet qualifier flag table
and we have added the suggested reference. Between 162 and 165 the description is
expanded.

A12: After QC applied by PG80 criterion the value that exceed the threshold are changed
to NaN and the flag number in column 11 is 5 as described in the table 2. All data are
maintained in the dataset and the original data are reported in the column 12-13-14 with
the assigned flag 0 because No quality control procedure has been applied. In the revised
version a clearer explanation is provided (Lines 166-171)

A13: One is the website page of the dataset and the other one is the registered DOI. The
sentence in the revised version is changed with only one address (Lines 318-319).

A14: The figure is edited as suggested

A15: In the original manuscript the description is wrong, the column with header -qc for
CTD, correspond only to the flag code of each variable. The description is changed in the
revised version. (Lines 132-134)

A16: not only good data are kept but all data are reported except when the probe is
outside the water and not at the correct mooring depth. The flag 9 is assigned when data
is missing. We have specified this also in the revised version (Lines 183-184)

A17-40 all text corrections has been edited and also the references

A41: I have added the link of L20 and I have modified the citation on the text. The
sentence in the revised version has been modified. (Lines 162-165)
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